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Name ________________________________
The Gift of the Magi and Other Short Stories

Activity #5 • Vocabulary
“The Voice of the City,” “While the Auto Waits,” 

“A Retrieved Reformation”  
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drone (41) emanated (41) corporeal (41) inculcated (42)
amalgamated (43) epigram (43) epitome (43) stealthy (44)
premeditated (45) piety (45) coquetry (46) despicable (47)
superfluous (47) ingenuously (47) precedent (47) reticule (48)
irresolute (49) assiduously (49) villainously (50) rehabilitate (50)
eminent (50) genially (51) retribution (51) elusive (51)
phoenix (52) unobtrusively (53)

Directions: O. Henry uses many unfamiliar words in his writing. Choose 15 of the words
above that you do not know, and complete the chart.

Vocabulary Chart

New Vocabulary Word My Definition Dictionary Definition
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Study GuideName ________________________________
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The Gift of the Magi, pp. 1–5
1. How much money has Della saved?

2. Why is the money important to her?

3. What are the Youngs’ two prized possessions?

4. How much money does Della receive for her hair? What does she buy with the money?

5. What is Della most worried about when Jim comes home?

6. What causes Della to talk fast when Jim comes home?

7. What has Jim bought Della?

8. How has Jim obtained enough money for Della’s gift?

9. To whom does O. Henry compare Jim and Della at the end of the story?

The Cop and the Anthem, pp. 5–10
1. What three events tell Soapy “winter is near at hand” (p. 5)?

2. What is the “Island”?

3. Why doesn’t Soapy want to use the city’s charity for food and shelter in the winter?

4. What is Soapy’s first plan to get arrested by a policeman? Why doesn’t it work?

5. What does Soapy do next? Why doesn’t that plan work?

6. What effort does Soapy repeat?

7. What does a “masher” do?

8. How is Soapy’s fourth plan foiled?

9. What is the policeman’s interpretation of Soapy’s yelling and disturbing of the peace?

10. Briefly describe Soapy’s final attempt to commit a misdemeanor.

11. What brings a change to Soapy’s soul?

12. What irony occurs at the end of the story?

Springtime à la Carte, pp. 10–15
1. What is Sarah’s job?

2. What does Sarah get in return for her work?

3. What happy event happened to Sarah the summer before?

4. Why does the new menu make Sarah cry?

5. Who surprises Sarah as she settles in to read?
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The Gift of the Magi and Other Short Stories
Activity #13 • Character Analysis

Use After Reading
Name ________________________________
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The Use Of Disguise and Pretense in O. Henry

Directions: On the top of each rectangle, write the name of a character from O. Henry’s
stories who used disguise or pretense. Inside the rectangle, first write his/her false name or
disguise; below that, briefly explain why the pretense is important to the plot.

O. Henry’s Stories
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Sequence

Directions: Choose your favorite O. Henry story. Fill in the chart below with major actions
that lead to the surprise ending.

Name ________________________________
The Gift of the Magi and Other Short Stories

Activity #16 • Comprehension
Use After Reading
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2. Next

3. Then

4. And

5. Then

1. First

6. Finally

_________________________
Story Title
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